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1.Introduction
Great earthquakes occurred at mid-part of the Kuril Islands at Nov. 15, 2006 and Jan. 13, 2007. USGS analyzed the broadband

seismogram and estimated the moment magnitudes (MW ) of these earthquakes were 8.3 and 8.1 respectively. The earthquake
which occurred on November is explained as interplate earthquake by Yamanaka (2006). The other one is explained as outer-rise
earthquake by Yamanaka (2007). Though these earthquakes occurred at the neighborhood, there is the difference at long period
phenomena, such as Tsunami.

We used the borehole strainmeter records which can respond more broadbandly and analyzed the dynamic strain seismogram
to consider the rupture processes of those earthquakes.

2. Analysis
We applied the time-series strain analysis based on Okubo (2005b) to the dynamic strain seismogram. This method can ana-

lyze the time-series variation of crustal strain state by the dynamic strain. Four components of the horizontal strain seismograms
which recorded at BYB station, which is located at Mizunami, Gifu, central Japan, were used for this analysis. We researched
the rupture process of the earthquakes by paying attention to the time variation of the principal strain azimuth.

3. Results
We obtained the results that the Kuril Islands earthquakes have released the seismic moment, which is equivalent to MW8.2,

for approximately 100sec. In the case of the earthquake on January we also obtained the results that the principal strain azimuth
is different with analyzing frequency range. According to the equation represented by Okuboet al. (2005a), the principal strain
azimuth means the radial direction. Therefore, we concluded that the ray paths of the strain propagation are different or the
release points of the seismic moment are different by the frequency range.
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Appendix:
e1,2 =err,tt

+
−ert tanQ1−rr

from Okuboet al. (2005a).
e1,2 : principal strain,
err,tt : radial,transverse components of strain,
ert : shear strain,
Q1−rr : angle between the principal strain with the radial strain.

Assuming the P-wave and/or Rayleigh wave whithout the shear components of strain in the horizontal planeert =0,
we can rewrite the equation:

e1 =err

The radial components of strain corresponds to the principal strain.


